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1CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Sinoe the tiM X ms nins years old X ham had a groat Intorost in 
hearing-impairment and a daalra to work with hearing-iapaired 
individuals. Ovor the yoara X sought to inoraaao ay understanding of 
hearing-lapaired people through whatever aouroea were available to ae. 
My vlewa were foraed mainly froa information and opinions expressed to 
ae by ay sister-in-law, an eduoator of the deaf. These were 
supplemented by several very positive experiences with hearing-impaired 
individuals. Due to the positive manner in whioh X was exposed to 
hearing-iapairaent, ay attitudes toward hearing-lapaired people have 
always been equally positive, and have allowed ao to develop a general 
understanding and aooeptanoe of hearing-lapaired individuals.
As I be case older and ay resouroea for knowledge and opinions grew, 
X began to notloe that not r t tryone had such a positive outlook on 
hearing-iapairaent. Italy of the attitudes X enoountered in the 
literature, as wall as these expressed directly to ae by frlanda and 
aoquiiintanoas were rather negative. Ispeoially toward individuals 
classified as "deaf." Several teras need to be olarified here in order 
to avoid oonfusion due to the variety of definitions in use. The tern 
hearlng-iapaired refers to any individual with a hearing loss. This 
inoludes deaf and hard vf hearing people. Defining exaotly where "hard 
of hearing" ends and "deaf" begins is somewhat aore diffioult. There ia 
no standardisation in the use of these teras, and several different 
definitions are commonly used. Pint, there ia an audloaetrio
2definition whioh oategorises hearing-impaired people by their degree of 
hearing lose. Even within this definition, the out-off point between 
deaf and hard of hearing tenda to vary. However, the most oommon 
division used olassifies individuals with a hearing loss greater than 
8$dB as deaf, while those with a hearing loss of less than 85dB are 
referred to as hard of hearing. A second method of olaaaifloation is 
based on a person's ability to understand speeoh with the use of 
amplification. Those individuals whose speeoh reception abilities are 
benefited by amplification are often referred to as hard of hearing. 
Individuals with little or no usable hearing for speeoh purposes, even 
with the use of amplification, are termed deaf. Still a third 
definition is one whioh foouses primarily on the eduoational setting of 
the hearing-impaired person. By this definition, any student in a self- 
oontained classroom for the hearing-impaired is deaf, while those 
students within integrated eduoational settings are olassified as 
hearing-impaired (Davis, 1978).
In order to avoid any oonfusion or misunderstanding, the tern deaf 
as used throughout this paper will refer to severely or profoundly 
hearing-impaired persons. This somewhat combines the audionetrio and 
speeoh reoeption definitions, and inoludes individuals with a hearing 
loss greater than 85dB, and with little or no usable hearing.
My Interest in the relationship between the hearing and deaf 
oonmunlties has grown to suoh an extent that I have a desire to explore 
the interactions between these two groups. Hopefully, I will gain a 
better understanding as to why interactions between them are so often
3unsuooessful.
In this thesis, I have ohoaen to examine the attitudes of hearing 
people toward deafness, since these attitudes way constitute one of the 
main harriers to suooessful relationships between the deaf and hearing 
communities. I am particularly interested in how these attitudes are 
affected by the hearing person's knowledge of and exposure to hearing 
loss and to deaf individuals. Speoifio questions to examine include!
1. Does increased exposure to information about hearing loss 
oreate more aoourate knowledge about deafness and deaf 
individuals?
2. Does more aoourate knowledge foster more positive attitudes 
toward deafness and deaf individuals?
3* Does lack of knowledge about hearing loss allow for the 
development of more negative attitudes toward deafness and
deaf individuals?
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
A oommon idea found in auoh of the literature oonoerning 
interactions between deaf and hearing people is that many of the 
attitudes directed toward deaf people are based on oertain assumptions 
whioh hearing people have about deafness (Higgins9 1980} Benderly,
1980). Beoause many of these assumptions are false9 deaf people are 
often faoed with negative attitudes from the hearing community. The 
majority of the literature examined for this researoh presented 
attitudes of the hearing population toward deafness as observed by deaf 
people themselvesi or by people very olose to the deaf community. The 
rest of the information was oolleoted from courses oonoerning hearing- 
impairment and related topics 9 and fi'om personal experiences with 
hearing peoplefs attitudes toward deafness. There are a number of 
oommon assumptions whioh hearing people have about deafness9 and some 
negative attitudes whioh frequently arise from these slsoonoeptions.
To begin with, the majority of the hearing population has a general 
lack of knowledge about hearing-impairment. They are often not aware 
that a hearing loss means more than just not being able to hear. For 
instanoey the role of hearing in aoqulring speeoh and language is often 
underestimated by these who take their ability to hear for granted 
(JaoobSt 1980} Carney9 personal communication). Other oommon 
misunderstandings focus on the ability of deaf individuals to use 
lipreading as a complete means of oommunloation. It is often assumed
5everything that is said through lipreading. It is also assumed that 
since it is common praotloe to look at a person*s face when conversing, 
it is fairly convenient to lipread (Jacobs, 1980; Higgins, 1980; Ballin, 
1930). Hearing people also often mistakenly believe that by 
exaggerating their mouth movements they are making their speech more 
readable for the deaf person (Higgins, 1980). Still more misconceptions 
are born of these assumptions. Those who are unaware of the extreme 
difficulties of acquiring adequate speech and lipreading skills may 
often place all the responsibility for improving communication on the 
deaf person. He is expected to learn these skills if he has any 
intention of being involved with the hearing community. It is also 
often the belief that speeoh and lipreading skills will allow a deaf 
person to interact normally and completely integrate into the "hearing 
world" (Supalla, personal communication). This is simply not true, 
since many other aspects of daily life besides face-to-face conversation 
are affected by a hearing loss.
There seem to be a number of other misoonoeptions which hearing 
people have about hearing loss. One suoh belief is that beoause of a 
hearing loss, a person's other senses become more acute in order to 
compensate. In fact, the person may just learn to make better use of 
his remaining senses, however accurate they may or may not be. Some 
people also seem to believe that if they shout, the deaf person will 
have to hear them (Higgins, 1980; Greenberg, 1970). However, one of the 
greatest misoonoeptions about hearing loss stems from the faot that it 
is not an observable disability, suoh as blindness or other physical
disabilities. Because deaf people look normal, they are often expeoted 
to act "normal." If deaf Individuals do not act in the expected manner, 
they are usually considered "strange" or "odd" (Jacobs9 1980; Higgins, 
1980).
Misconceptions or laok of knowledge on the part of the hearing 
community is also apparent concerning other aspeots of hearing loss, 
including the communicative capacities of sign language. Hearing people 
seem to have many doubts about the use of sign language as a complete 
communication system. It is often the ethnooentrio opinion of the 
hearing community that speeoh is the "natural" mode of communication and 
sign language is then necessarily inferior (Woodward, 1982). While 
American Sign Language (ASL) is an independent9 natural language, many 
misoonoeptions detraot from its credibility. Many people believe that 
ASL is loonio—-simply pantomine or oharades— and can easily be "acted 
out" and understood with a little imagination. Another false assumption 
is that ASL has no grammar, or is merely "broken" or improper English. 
Additionally it is often assumed that ASL is ooncrete and has no means 
for expressing abstraot thought (Supalla, personal oommunioation; 
Woodward, 1982). All of these assumptions, though untrue, have lowered 
ASL*s status outside the deaf community. Recently, Unguistio research 
has validated ASL as a viable, natural language with all the 
complexities of a spoken language. This has given the deaf community a 
new-found pride in their language and a desire to defend their right to 
use their own language (Supalla, personal communication; Sohein, 1984).
Misconceptions on the part of the hearing community are also
7apparent conoerning the social abilities of deaf individuals* For the 
most partf the deaf community and its cultural and social aspects often 
go completely unnotioed by the hearing population* The deaf community 
can be most accurately described as "a group of people bound together 
not by geography or family ties, but by their language" (Schein, pg* 
130). Communication by sign language is the main feature whioh links 
the members of the deaf community* It has also been observed that the 
majority of the deaf community is made up of those individuals who lost 
their hearing before nineteen years of age (Sohein, 1984)* So deafness 
does not automatically insure one's membership in the deaf community*
In faoti most individuals classified as deaf are not members of the deaf 
community* Additionally! deafness is not an absolute requirement for 
membership* Many hearing-impaired people are members of the deaf 
community and feel more at home there than in the "hearing world" 
(Higgins| 1980).
Beoause so many hearing people are unaware of the deaf subculture9 
it is oommonly assumed that all deaf people are Isolated and helpless 
individuals (Benderlyt 1980) Woodward9 1982) Beokerf 1980) Supalla, 
personal oommunioation)* Contrary to this belief9 the deaf community is 
a very aotive and thriving subculture* Its members have every 
opportunity to develop a full and satisfying social life. It is usually 
when deaf people attempt to participate in the hearing world that 
isolation is experienced (Higgins9 1980) Jaoobs9 1980) Schein9 1984).
For most hearing people9 this will be their only encounter with deaf 
individuals! and it becomes easy to assume that this isolation is the
8only way of life for deaf people. Due to this misconception, many 
hearing people may feel pity for deaf people or reaot in a paternalistic 
manner— two attitudes which deaf individuals find inappropriate and 
insulting (Benderly, 1980; Higgins, 1980; Supalla, personal 
communication).
Many misconceptions about deafness began centuries ago. It had 
been a common belief throughout history that deafness resulted in 
certain mental deficiencies. More specifically, speech was once 
perceived as neoessary for thought and intelligence. Thus, it was a 
long-standing belief that those who could not speak were unable to think 
(Higgins, 1980). Fortunately people have seen the error in suoh extreme 
assumptions. However, traoes of such arohaic beliefs still exist 
today. It is still not uncommon to find a hearing person using the 
phrase ”deaf and dumb.” Not only does this phrase perpetuate the belief 
in a relationship between speeoh and intelligence, but it also fosters 
another misoonoeption. When the word dumb is meant to convey the idea 
of muteness, people often use this statement to refer to deaf people who 
do not speak. However, mute aotually means to be inoapable of making 
any sound. Very few deaf people are aotually mute in this sense of the 
word. Some may ohoose not to use their voloes at all, while still 
others may develop very intelligible speeoh (Benderly, 1980; Higgins, 
1980).
Along with the misoonoeption about intelleotual abilities and 
deafness oome some further assumptions oonoerning the eduoational 
abilities of deaf individuals. One belief expressed by some hearing
9people is that the curriculum in schools for the deaf sacrifices the 
typioal school subjeots to focus solely on speech9 language, and 
lipreading skills* This idea may stem from the belief that deaf 
ohildren are intellectually inoapable of handling such subjeots, or that 
communication skills are more important to them than other subjects. Of 
course neither of these beliefs is accurate* Hearing people are also 
frequently surprised to find that some deaf people continue their 
educational careers to a professional level* This may also come from 
the false assumption that deafness affects a person's intelligence* 
However9 the number of deaf students in postsecondary programs has 
increased dramatically in reoent years* This is largely due to the 
enaotment of federal laws barring discrimination in higher education 
against disabled persons* Now numerous trade aohoola, colleges and 
universities are open to deaf students (Schein, 1984). Additionally! 
there are three postseoondary institutions which offer full four-year 
programs to deaf students* These are Qallaudet University9 National 
Teohnioal Institute for the Deaf (NTID)f and California State University 
at Northridge (CSUN) (Jacobs, 1980)*
It is also not unoommon to find hearing people questioning the 
mental health and maturity of deaf people* Deaf people are often 
assumed to have more psyohologlcal problems than hearing people and are 
frequently judged to be more "disturbed." Deaf people are also often 
desoribed as being more "immature9 impulsive and taotless" than hearing 
people (Woodward9 1982)* This may be due to a number of factors* First 
of all9 the oommunioative barrier between the deaf and hearing
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populations may be a eontributing factors* Deaf individuals may not 
speak clearly enough to be understood, they often miss a lot of 
information through lipreading, and they frequently have insufficient 
language for their communicative needs (Jaoobsy 1980). Another factor 
which may cause deaf individuals to appear more "tactless" is their laok 
of incidental learning because of the hearing loss* People tend to 
learn a lot of sooial skills indireotlyt often without even being aware 
of it. Deaf children miss out of muoh of this indireot learning, and 
therefore may not be aware that some of their words or aotions may be 
judged socially inappropriate (Hendricks, personal communication). Many 
hearing persons are likely to Jump to conclusions in suoh situations and 
label the deaf individual as "crude” or "insensitive."
Deaf individuals also faoe misoonoeptions and negative attitudes in 
the realms of employment, from employers and oo-workers alike. These 
misoonoeptions may in turn create instances of discrimination against 
deaf individuals in opportunities for Job attainment, as well as 
advancement. Many employers may be wary of hiring deaf employees due to 
oonoerns about the deaf individual^  oompetenoe, reliability, and 
oommunioation difficulties on the job. One very oommon exouse used by 
employers for not promoting deaf employees to supervisory or management 
positions is their inability to use the telephone. A simple solution to 
this problems would be to hire a secretary with interpreting skills.
Other employees may be apprehensive about having a deaf oo- 
worker. Hearing employees frequently worry that they will end up doing 
more than their share of the work to compensate for the deaf employees,
11
or that the deaf employee's incompetence will oreate potential hazardous 
situations.
Due to all of these misoonoeptions and negative attitudes9 plus 
numerous others, deaf people have been drastioally underemployed, 
underpaid, and overlooked for promotions or advancement (Higgins, 1980; 
Jaoobs, 198).
In reviewing the reoent literature it beoomes apparent that many 
hearing people have numerous misoonoeptions and assumptions about deaf 
individuals. As a result, some rather negative attitudes have been 
formed about deaf people as a group. In faot, this may be the one main 
misoonoeption which allows for the development of all the other 
assumptions and attitudes discussed so far. Many hearing people seem to 
view deafness as a pervading characteristic which dominates all aspects 
of an Individual, and thus oreates a group of people who are essentially 
alike. In other wo;*ds, deaf individuals may not be viewed as 
individuals. However, they actually constitute a very heterogeneous 
group. Naturally, some negative attitudes may be accurately applied to 
some deaf individuals and not to others, just as the same is true of 
hearing individuals.
12
CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Survey Development
In developing this survey, hearing people's oommon beliefs and 
attitudes toward deafness were oolleoted from reoent literature and from 
personal experiences. These beliefs and attitudes were grouped under 
five headings pertaining to various aspects of hearing loses
1. Communication abilities of deaf people
2. Mental/intelleotual capabilities of deaf people
3* Occupational Equality of deaf people
4. Sooial interactions of deaf people
5. Knowledge about hearing loss in general
Although muoh of the information tended to overlap between categories, 
the headings provided a general guideline for formulating questions.
Five or six questions were oonstruoted tinder each heading (see Appendix 
A), the majority of the questions sampled the subjects' knowledge of 
oertain aspects of hearing loss. Each oategory also contained questions 
to examine attitudes which may have been influenced by the extent of 
eaoh subject's knowledge within each oategory. In addition to these 
five categories, three questions were included whioh described some very 
oom>n general reactions to deafness. These attempted to express some 
attitudes of pity, paternalism and ouriosity whioh deaf people often 
faoe. The questions were then randomized and put into survey forms (see 
Appendix B).
The survey used a 6-point soale. With no neutral point available,
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subjects wars foroed to respond in either a positive or negative 
direction. A 6-point, rather than a 4-point scale, was ohosen in order 
to give subjects a greater range to express their opinions more 
accurately. The scale was modeled after the Attitudes Toward Disabled 
Persons Scalef developed by Yuker, Blook and Younng (1966).
Subjects
Three populations to be surveyed were selected for their varying 
degrees of knowledge of and exposure to the subjeot of deafness. The 
groups chosen to represent these three varying populations were selected 
on the basis of their accessibility and willingness to cooperate. (For 
detailed demographic data, see Appendix C.)
Group A consisted of 32 seniors and graduate students in the 
University of Illinois Speeoh and Hearing Soienoe program.
Due to their extensive ooursework in their major, these 
subjeots were expeoted to have a fair degree of exposure to 
and knowledge of the topics being surveyed.
Group B consisted of 32 students enrolled in the Voice and 
Artioulation oourse at the University of Illinois. This 
course tends to attract students from a wide variety of 
majors and backgrounds, and thus provided a good mixture of 
college students with no particular interest or involvement 
with deafness or deaf Individuals.
Group C consisted of 32 individuals in a Mental Health 
Technician Training Program at the Shapiro Developmental 
Servioes Center in Kankakee, Illinois. The subjects were
surveyed at the onset of the training program, before they 
were sensitized to the subject of hearing-impairment and 
related topics.
By observing the demographic data in Appendix C9 it can be seen 
that groups B and C were very similar in their knowledge of a experience 
with deafness and deaf individuals. With this in mind9 Group B was 
included mainly to serve as a oontrol for the University students in 
Group A. It was anticipated that the typically more liberal attitudes 
of college students may have been reflected in more positive attitudes 
toward deaf individuals. Therefore9 Group B, comprised vf oollege 
students with the assuaedly more liberal attitudes, yet with no 
particular interest or involvement with deafness9 was intended to 
oontrol for this variability between Groups A and C.
Survey Distribution
All three groups of subjeots were provided with the same 
information before distribution of the survey. Subjeots were told only 
that the survey was being used to oolleot data for a senior thesis and 
that all information would be completely anonymous. The survey was 
entitled "Deaf Awareness Survey1* and no implications were made that 
attitudes9 as well as knowledge9 were being examined.
Subjeots were first asked to fill out a background information 
sheet in order to provide demographio data as well as to briefly 
desoribe the extent of each subject’s knowledge of and exposure to 
deafnens and deaf individuals.
Immediately preceding the 32 survey questions was an explanation of
15
the term deaf as it was used throughout the survey. This was included 
to avoid any confusion or misunderstanding due to possible varying 
definitions among the subjects,
Subjeots were then instructed on the scale being used and were told 
to indicate their answer by circling the appropriate number.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to analyze the data, the +3 to -3 scale was converted to 
♦6 to +1 scale. Means and standard deviations were computed for all 
three  ^ .*ps for eaoh individual question (see Apper.dix D).
Data for each question were subjected to a single-classification 
analysis of variance treatment. The independent variable (increased 
exposure to information about hearing loss) was reviewed in three 
ways: (1) between groups, (2) within groups, and (3) total, the
between groups variation was further broken down into two more groups: 
(a) the university groups vs. the nonuniversity group (Groups A and B 
vs. C) and (b) between the two university groups (Group A vs. Group B) 
(see Appendix E).
The results of the analysis of variance were examined within the 
categories of questions, to determine if the groups differed 
signifloantly in their extent of knowledge in particular areas, and if 
this in turn was reflected in their attitudes. The first oategory, 
Communication Abilities of Deaf People, examined subjects' knowledge of 
manual communication and its relationship to spoken and written 
English. All six questions in this oategory showed some statistical 
significance at the .01 or .05 level. For questions 7, 10, 13, 22 and 
30, whioh were knowledge-related questions, there was always a 
significant difference between Groups A and B vs. C. Also, the two 
university populations, Groups A and B, were significantly different 
from eaoh other in their knowledge for all questions but #7. Question
28 was the one attitude question of this section* It showed no 
significant difference between Groups A and B, although it did have a 
significant F (p <0.5) for Groups A and B vs C. However, it is 
interesting to note from the means for Question 28 (see Appendix D) that 
the significantly different attitude of Group C was actually more 
positive than for Groups A or B. Looking at this oategory as a whole, 
it seems that the additional exposure of Group A to the subject of 
hearing loss has resulted in more aoourate knowledge than either Group B 
or C. However, even with less aoourate knowledge, Groups B and C did 
not demonstrate a more negative attitude than Group A*
In the category concerning Mental and Intellectual Capabilities of 
Deaf People only two questions showed any statistical signifcanoe. 
Questions 21 and 32, both knowledge-related, showed signifioantly 
greater knowledge on the part of the two university groups. None of the 
other questions showed any statistical significance. All groups 
indloated strong disagreement with questions 12, 15 and 16, and 
agreement with question 29. Each question in this oategory reflected 
subjects* knowledge and attitudes to some extent. For this section, it 
seemed that inoreased exposure to the subjeot of hearing loss did not 
have much effeot on the subjects* perception of the mental and 
intellectual capabilities of deaf people.
Under the oategory of Occupational Equality of Deaf People. two of 
the five questions showed statistical significance at the 0.05 level. 
Question 6, examining subjeots* awareness of discrimination against deaf 
workers, showed a significant difference between Groups A and B only.
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Question 20 focused more on subjects' perceptions of the capabilities of 
deaf workers, and was significantly different for Groups A and B vs*
C. The mean averages for both of these questions indicated stronger 
agreement with the statements by Group A* For questions 11, 23 and 24, 
all groups showed strong disagreement with these statements, indicating 
positive attitudes toward deaf workers*
In the fourth category, Sooial Interactions of Deaf People> only 
questions 9, 19, and 26 showed no statistically significant 
differences* All three groups were in strong disagreement with these 
statements* For question 9, this was indicative of a positive attitude 
toward deaf individuals* For questions 19 and 26, the subjects' 
disagreement showed that they possessed a reasonable degree of knowledge 
in the area* Question 8 dealt with the subjects' awareness of the deaf 
community and showed a significant difference between ail three groups, 
whioh Indicated that Group A had a greater awareness of the deaf 
community. Questions 2 and 31 fooused on attitudes and showed 
statistical significance as well. Question 2 indicated a significant 
difference between groups, while question 31 showed statistical 
significance between groups as well as between Groups A and B vs* C* 
While all three groups responded very positively to both of these 
questions, it was interesting to note from the mean averages that Group 
C responded more positively than Groups A and B* In both cases, this 
indicated a slightly more positive attitude toward deaf individuals on 
Group C's behalf.
The fifth oategory fooused on Knowledge about Hearing Loss in
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General. Questions 1, 4, 5, 14 and 17 all showed statistically 
significant differences between the three groups, which in all oases 
indicated more accurate knowledge on the part of Group A. The one 
attitude-related question in this category (question 25) showed no 
significant difference between any of the groups. The means for all 
groups indicated mild disagreement with this statement. Overall in this 
oategory, it seemed that the lack of knowledge about hearing loss in 
general on the part of Groups B and C was not reflected at all in their 
attitudes toward deaf individuals.
Finally» concerning the three additional questions which 
represented oommon reactions to deafness, there appeared to be no 
statistically significant difference between Groups A, B, and C. All 
groups indicated moderate disagreement with question 3, and strong 
agreem^ it with ’cations 18 and 27*
In reviewing the results just presented for eaoh category and 
considering them for the survey as a whole, several observations can be 
made. First of all, it seems obvious that in most oases. Group A's 
increased exposure to the subjeot of hearing lose has resulted in more 
acourate information in all areas examined. Also, many of the common 
misoonoeptions about deafness and deaf individuals that were reported in 
the literature were apparent in Groups B and C as well. However, from 
the data oolleoted for questions examining subjects9 attitudes toward 
deafness and deaf individuals, it cannot be concluded that either 
increased knowledge or lack of knowledge has had any effect on subjects9 
attitudes. There are several possible explanations for these results.
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First of alli it is entirely possible that the extent of a person's 
knowledge about hearing loss really does not influenoe his attitudes 
towards deaf individuals. Secondly, even though all subjeots were 
assured that their responses would be completely anonymous, it is 
possible that some subjeots indioated more positive attitudes than they 
actually felt. Generally, even when people are not told that their 
attitudes and opinions are being surveyed, they are usually aware that 
this is the oase. They may talk themselves into responding more toward 
what they believe is considered to be the "acceptable" response. Even 
though they realize that no one will be aware of their response or judge 
them by it, many people may not be willing to admit their true feelings 
even to themselves— and if put in writing, these feelings would have to 
be confronted and aooepted by the subjects themselves.
There is a third possible explanation for the very positive 
attitudes which were observed in this survey, but are not as easily 
found in real life encounters between deaf and hearing individuals*
Most hearing people have had few, if any, opportunities to lnteraot with 
deaf individuals on a personal level. For aubjeots who have never 
aotually encountered a deaf person, they may have responded in the way 
they truly believed they felt. However, an actual encounter with a deaf 
individual may produoe very different results. As one author points out 
(Higgins, 1980), attitude surveys must be interpreted cautiously. When 
abstract attitudes are not equivalent to actual reactions, then it is 
the aotions whloh must be considered to refleot a person's true 
feelings. So in some cases, subjeots may have been speoulating about
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their true feelings9 and will not know for certain if these speculations 
are accurate until they actually encounter a situation in which they are 
foroed to aot upon their true feelings.
Finallyi a certain trend which was noted in the responses of Group 
C subjects say have oaused some attitudes to appear more positive than 
was aotually the oase. It was observed that subjeots in Group C tended 
to cling to the extremes of the scale, much more so than either Group A 
or B. Group C subjeots responded mostly with ±3 or +2, and rarely used 
±1 in indicating their beliefs of attitudes. In contrast to this,Group 
A subjeots were muoh more likely than subjects of either Group B or C to 
respond closer to the middle of the oontinuum, and to select +1 or -1 as 
their response. This might be attributed to the fact that Group Avs 
greater knowledge and exposure to the topic at hand has made these 
subjeots more aware that all situations are not always so clear-out and 
well-defined, but depend greatly on the individuals involved. So it 
seems that in most cases, Group A sujeots were not as willing to respond 
with the extremes a were Group C subjects. This contributed to several 
oases in whioh Group C appeared to exhibit more positive attitudes 
toward deaf individuals than either Group A or B.
Returning to the three questions for examination whioh were 
presented at the beginning of this study, it is now possible to 
speculate on the answers to these questions.
1. Does increased exposure to information about hearing 
loss produoe more aoourate knowledge about deafness and 
deaf individuals?
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By observing the knowledge questions of this survey and the 
statistically significant differences seen between responses of the 
three groups, it can almost certainly be stated that Group A*s increased 
exposure to the subject of hearing loss was reflected in more accurate 
and more extensive knowledge about deafness and deaf individuals.
2. Does more aocurate knowledge foster more positive 
attitudes toward deafness and deaf individuals? 
more positive than those of Group B or C. In faot, at times attitudes 
of Group A subjects seemed more neutral or objective than those of the 
other two groups.
3* Does lack of knowledge about hearing loss allow for 
the development of more negative attitudes toward 
deafness and deaf individuals?
Once again, from the data oolleoted there is no evidence that laok of 
knowledge created more negative attitudes toward deafness and deaf 
individuals. There still may be some question as to the aocuracy of 
attitudes expressed in this survey. Future researoh may be direoted 
toward probing this question in more detail and more oautiously than was 
done in this survey.
i1
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine if misconceptions and 
false assumptions about hearing loss allowed for the development of more 
negative attitudes toward deafness and deaf individuals, and if more 
accurate knowledge would create more positive attitudes.
A 32-question survey whioh investigated subjects' knowledge of and 
attitudes toward particular aspects of hearing loss was distributed to 
three hearing populations* Group A consisted of 32 subjects who were 
seniors and graduate students in the University of Illinois speeoh and 
hearing science program. Group B consisted of 32 college students at 
the University of Illinois who were enrolled in a voice and articulation 
course. These subjects had no particular Interest in or involvement 
with deafness or deaf individuals. Group C subjects were 32 
nonuniversity individuals taking part in a mental health technician 
training program in Kankakee, Illinois. Means and standard deviations 
were calculated for eaoh question from subjects' responses on a 6-point 
soale. A single classification analysis of varianoe was oomputed for 
eaoh question and statistical significance was noted at 0.05 and 0.01 
levels.
Results of the data analysis indioated that increased exposure to 
the subject of hearing loss resulted in more aoourate knowledge about 
deafness and deaf individuals. However, no conclusions were reached 
concerning the Influence of the extent of a person's knowledge about 
hearing loss on his attitudes toward deafness and deaf individuals.
APPENDIX A
SURVEY QUESTIONS WITHIN CATEGORIES
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SURVEY QUESTIONS WITHIN CATEGORIES 
Communication Abilities
7* There ia no limitation to the ideaa that oan be expressed in sign 
language* Anything that oan be said in English oan be said in sign 
language*
!0. Deaf people who use sign language oan go anywhere in the world and 
ooamunioate with other deaf people*
1. Even though deaf people have diffioulty with their speech9 most can 
gain complete mastery of the English language*
22, American Sign Language is an independent language and is totally 
unrelated to English*
28. Sign language is the natural language of the deaf9 and they should 
have the right to use their own language*
30* If a de&f person knows sign language, he will be able to read and 
write normally.
Mental and Intellectual Capabilities
12* Deaf people tend to be more impulsive and tactless than hearing 
people*
15* In general, deaf people are less intelligent than hearing people*
16* I would have much more respect for a deaf person if he oould 
speak*
21* Deaf people who can speak are more intelligent than those who 
cannot*
29* Deaf people have no more psychological problems than hearing 
people*
32* At speoial sohoola for the deaf, students learn only sign language9 
spaeoh rnd lipreading9 since these are more Important to them than 
regular subjects*
Popup*tional totality
6. Th*r* 1* * gr*at d**l of discrimination against d*af p*opl« in 
•aployMnt opportunities.
11. Dpaf aaplojr**s tond to b* loss responsible and reliable than bearing employs**.
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20. Deaf workers can be as successful as other workers, as long as the 
job does not specifically require the ability to hear.
23* If I had a deaf oo-worker, I'd probably end up doing more than my 
share of the work.
24. A good job to give a deaf person would be one in which there is a 
lot of noise.
Social Integration
2. A deaf person can lead a full and satisfying life.
8. Deaf people prefer to associate mainly with other deaf people.
9. A deaf person should only marry another deaf person •
19. Most deaf people tend to stay to themselves and do not have muoh of 
a social life.
26. Most deaf people have deaf ohildren.
31. Most deaf people do not expect any special treatment.
Knowledge about Hearing Loss in General
1. Lipreading allows a person to understand complicated messages at 
great distances.
4. Deaf people are excellent lipreaders and can learn to "see" eaoh 
sound.
5. The use of a hearing aid will restore a deaf person's hearing to 
almost normal.
14. Because of the hearing loss, a deaf person's other sense become 
keener in order to oompensate.
17. The ability to llpread and speak will allow a deaf person to 
interaot normally in sooiety.
25* If a deaf person wants to communicate with hearing people, he 
should definitely learn to speak and read lips.
General Rsaotiona to Deafness
3. It must be very embarrassing for a deaf person to have everyone 
notioe him signing end know that hefa deaf.
18. Whenever I see a deaf person trying to communicate, I wish there was something I could do to help him.
27e I find it fasoinating to watch a deaf parson signing#
MIMPIX B
DBAP AWMKMgSS SUBVBY
Deaf Awareneia Survey
1. Age: _____ 2. Sex; M F
3. Major/year:
4. Do you have a hearing loaa? Yea No
If yea: How long have you had the loaa?
What is the ceuae of the loaa?
What la the degree of loaa (i.e., How Severe)?
5. Have you known any deaf people?
Relativea
(relatlonahip)Frienda
Acquaintancee
Colleague/co-worker
Client/cuetower/patient
None
6. Other aourcea of knowledge about hearing loaa:
___ Televieion Program: _____________________________
___  Moviee/Playe: _________________________________
Booka: Fict ion/Nonflet ion: ________________________
___  Periodical*: __________________________________
Coureee: _____________________________________
____ Profeaaionala:__ ______________________________
Other:__ .___________________________________
Note: The word Mdeaf" aa uaed in thia aurvey refera to aeverely or
profoundly hearing-iapaired individual. That in, hearing-iapeired 
persona with little or no unable hearing.
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Deaf Awareness Survey
1. Aye: _____ 2. Sex: M F
3. a) Occupation: __________________________________________
b) Highest Educational Level Completed:
Grade School __ High School ___ College ___ Trade School
4. Do you have a hearing loss? Yes No
If yes: How long have you had the loss? ___________________
What is the cause of the loss?
What is the degree of loss (i.e., How Severe)?
6. Have you known any deaf people?
Relatives _____________________________ :_____(relationship)
Friends ___  Acquaintances
Colleague/co-worker ___ Client/custoner/patient
___ None
6. Other sources of knowledge about hearing loss:
Television Progress: ____________________________
___ Movies/Plays:_________________ _____ __________
__ _ Books: Fiction/Nonfiction: ________________________
___  Periodicals: _______________ __________________
___  Courses: _____________________________________
___  Professionals: _____________________ __________
__Other: _______________________________________
Note: The word "deaf" as used in this survey refers to severely or 
profoundly hearinf-iapaired individuals. That is, hearing Impaired 
peraone with little or no usable hearlag#
1
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Uae the following scale in responding to each statement that follows* 
+3 I agree very such.
+2 I agree pretty auch.
+1 I agree a little.
*1 I disagree a little.
- 2 I disagree pretty auch.
-3 I disagree very auch.
Circle the nuaber which best expresses your opinion.
Please answer every itea.
1. Lipreading allow* a person to understand 
complicated messages at great distances.
+3 +2 ♦ 1 -1 -2 -3
2. A deaf person can lead a full and 
satisfying life.
+3 +2 + 1 -1 -2 -3
3. It aust be very embarrassing for a deaf 
person to have everyone notice him 
signing and know that he's deaf.
+3 +2 + 1 -1 -2 -3
4. Deaf people are excellent lipreaders and 
can learn to "see" each sound.
+3 +2 + 1 -1 -2 -3
6. The use of a hearing aid will restore a 
deaf person's hearing to almost normal.
+3 +2 ♦1 -1 -2 -3
6. There is a great deal of discrimination against dsaf people in employment 
opportunities.
+3 +2 ♦1 -1 -2 -3
7. There is no limitation to the ideas that 
can be expressed in sign language. 
Anything that can be said in Ingllsh can 
be said in sign langungo.
+3 +2 + 1 -1 -2 -3
8. Deaf people prefer to associate aainly 
with other deaf people.
+3 +2 + 1 -1 -2 -3
9. A dsaf person should only marry another
QNI P « n w t
+3 42 + 1 -1 -2 -3
2
10. Deaf people who use sign language can go
anywhere In the world and coamunicate with other deaf people.
+3 +2 41 -1 -2 -3
11. to be 1888 responsible and reliable than hearing employees. +3 +2 41 -1 -2 -3
12. Deaf people tend to be more inpulsive and tactleea than hearing people. +3 +2 41 -1 -2 -3
13. Even though deaf people have difficulty 
with their speech, Boat can gain complete ■Mtery of the Bnglish language.
+3 +2 41 -1 -2 “3
14. Because of the hearing loss, a deaf 
person’s other senses become keener in order to compensate.
+3 +2 41 -1 ~2 -3
15. f" •*®*r*1» deaf P®°Pla are less intelligent than heering people. +3 +2 41 -1 -2 -3
16. I would have such sore respect for a deaf person if he could apeak. +3 +2 41 -1 -2 -3
17. The ability to lipread and apeak will
allow a deaf person to interact nonelly in society.
+3 +2 41 -1 ~2 -3
18. Whenever I see a deaf person trying to
f***?^8’ I «»iah there was something I could do to help him.
43 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
19. *ef peopie taw* to stay t . thssMelvesand do not have much of a social life. 43 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
20. Deaf workers can be as successful as other workers, ss long as ths Job doss not 
•pacifically require the sbimj U  heer.
43 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
21. PW>Pla «*o can speak are aore intelligent than those who cannot. 43 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
22. American Sign T~-guag« is an tnisramlsni
■""flTf* 18 totally unrelated to ■nglish.
43 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
23. C°T°rk»r’ l ' d P«*ahlyJM^up doing mere than my share of the 43 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
3
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24. A good Job to give a deaf person Mould be 
one in Nhicb there ia a lot of noise. +3 42 41 -1 -2 -3
2 5 . If a deaf person wants to cosaunicate 
with hearing people, he should definitely 
learn to speak and read lips.
+3 42 41 -1 -2 -3
26. Most deaf people have deaf children. +3 42 41 “ 1 -2 -3
27. I find it fascinating to watch a deaf person signing. +3 42 41 -1 -2 -3
28. Sign language is the natural language of 
the deaf, and they should have the right to use their own language.
+3 42 41 -1 - 2 -3
2 9 . Deaf people have no sore psychological 
problaas than hearing people. +3 42 41 -1 - 2 -3
30. If a deaf person knows sign language, he 
will be able to read and writs noraally. +3 42 4 ] -1 - 2 -3
2 1 . M***t deaf people do not expect any special treatment. 43 42 41 -1 -2 -3
32. At special schools for the deaf, students 
learn only sign language, speech and lip- 
reading, since these are nore important 
to than than regular subjects.
+3 42 41 -1 -2 -3
4
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DBWORAPHIC DATA
GROUP At 32 Univeraity of Illinoia Speeoh and Hearing 
Soienoe Seniors and Graduate Students
ten Range - 21-M3 years Average - 23 years
Sex: Hals - 0 
Paaale - 32
Year in School? Senior - 5
Graduate Student - 27
Major? Audiology - 8
Speeoh/Language Pathology - 24
Associations with 
Deaf People? Relatives - 2 
Friends - 4 
Acquaintances - 12 
Colleague/Coworker - 1 
Client/Customer/Patient - 21 
None - 5
Other So •» roes of
Knowledge: All subjects indicated a wide variety of sources
GROUP B? 32 Univarsity of Illinois of students enrolled in Voloe and Artioulation
Asst ’.tenge - 18-22 Average - 20
Sax: Hale - 15 
Peaale - 17
Year in School? Freiihaan - 4 Sophomore - 9 
Junior - 9 
Senior - 10
flljbiEs: Accounting - 1 Advertising • 1 
. Applied Life Studies - 1 
IlMMohanlos - 1 
Business - 1
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tearing Loiei
Aanoolatione with 
Daaf Paoplai
Othar Souroea of 
Knowledge»
QBOUP Cl
i«£t
text
Oooupationi 
tearing Lotat
Associations with
English - 1 
History - 1
Human Development and Family Ecology - 1
Sociology - 1Economics - 2
Education - 2
Marketing - 2
Finance - 3
Journalism - 3 §
Speech and Hearing Science - 3 
Speeoh Communication - 7 
Undecided - 1
§The three Speech and Hearing Scienoe majors were 
freshmen and sophomores and had not yet begun 
coursework in their fields.
Mild - 2
Relatives - 4 (2 grandfatherst 2 cousins)
Priends - 6
Acquaintances - 9
Colleague/Coworker - 1
Client/Customer/Patlent - 12
None - 15
TV and Movies Pnly - 20
TV and Movies Plus Other Sources - 10
None - 2
32 Mental Health Technician Trainees in Kankakee. 
IL
Range - 19-57 years 
Average - 25 yearr
Male - 7 
Female - 25
Mental Health Teohnioal Trainee * 32 
None
Relatives - 3 (Father9 Cousin9 Brother1 
Friends - 9 
Acquaintances - A
Colleague/Coworker - 
Cliant/Custoaar/Patlent - 1 
Nona - 16
Other Souroaa of 
Knowledge i TV and Movies Only - 24TV and Movies Plus Other Sources
done - 4
Hiahest Bduoational 
Laval Completedi High School -25 
0 * Be D« - 2 
College - 2 
Trade School - 3
unis AMP STMPMP ro* KACH QUK3TI0W
COMMUNICATION ABHITII3
Option Ti
Oroup A N ■ 4.09 SD • 1.67i-
Oroup B H > 4.19 SD « 1.330
Qroup C H ■ 5.25 SD > 1.344
Quoatlon 10*
Oroup A M * 1.78 SD « .975
Oroup B M > 4.16 SD » 1.609
Oroup C M > 4.78 SD • 1.338
Quoatlon 13*
Group A N * 2.59 SD > 1.434Oroup B M ■ 4.25 SD > 1.368
Oroup C M > 4.22 SD « 1.621
Quoatlon 22t
Group A M > 4.19 SD » 2.147
Oroup B M > 2.75 SD « 1.218
Group C M ■ 1.84 SD « 1.019
Quoatlon 28t
Group A M « 4.91 SD « 1.254
Oroup B M i< 4.41 SD • 1.583
Oroup C M ■ 5.34 SD « 1.234
ft— *o«
Qroup A N > 1.69 SD » .781
Oroup B H ■ 3.31 » ■ 1.554
Qroup C N > 3.79 SD • 1.674
lS I U U U U H
ft— m
Oroup A Qroup • 
Oroup C
M * 1.47 
M ■ 1.37 
N > 1.75
SD ■ .963 
SD ■ .707 SD • 1.270
Qwatlon 151
Group A M s 1.125 SD
Group B Ms 1.06 SB
Group C M * 1.19 SD
Question 16:
Group A H * 1.31 SD
Group B M s 1.62 SD
Group C Ms 1.44 SD
Question 21:
Group A M s 1.16 SD
Group 8 M * 1.25 SD
Group C M s 1.62 SD
Question 29:
Group A M s 4.12 SD
Group B M s 4.09 SD
Group C M > 4.00 SD
Question 32:
Group A M s 1.26 SD
Group B M > 1.84 SD
Group C M s 2.28 SD
OCCUPATIONAL EQUALITY
Option 8>
Group A M s 4.56 SD
Oroup B M s 3.94 SD
Group C M s 4.25 SD
Question 11i
Group A H a 1.25 SD
Oroup B M a 1.25 SD
Oroup C M s 1.38 SD
.492
.246
.738
.780
1.185
1.190
.369
.568
1.100
2.152
1.634
2.896
.581 
1.08t 
1.782
.669
1.134
1.646
1.016
.508
.976
QuMtlon 201
Group A M > 5 .8 1 SD s .397Group B N > 5.38 SD m .907Group C H ■ 4.94 SD m 1.831
Quootlon 23s
Group A M * 1.59 SD s .837Group B M * 1.63 SD s .907Group C M > 1 .6 6 SD * 1.353
Question 24t
Group A M « 1.91 SD s .837Group B M > 1.94 SD 9 1.243Group C M ■ 1.69
SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
SD * 1 .3 0 6
Quostion 2 t
Group A H > 5.81 SD s .471Group 11 M « 5.59 SD B .665Group C M * 5.91 SD S .0 8 8
Question 8t
Group A M > 3.65 SD s .919Group B M ■ 2 .2 2 SD 9 .8 7 0
Qroup C M ■ 2.44 SD M 1.544
tloo 9i
Qroup A N « 1.28 8D • .924
Qroup B N > 1 .2 2 SD * .420
Group C M > 1.59 SD • 1.521
*»-**<»
Group A M ■ 2.43 SD > .707Qroup 1 M ■ 2.03 SD ■ 1.031Qroup C N ■ 2.15 SD > 1.609
Quoation 26
Group A M « 1.47 SD s .671Group B M s 1 .5 6 SB « .914Group C M * U7Z SB * 1.631
Question 31*
Group A M « 4.00 SB « 1 .2 1 8Group B K i 4.31 SB « 1.330Group C M « 5.44 SD « .9 8 2
KMOWLEDQH ABOUT HBAHIWQ LOSS IN QUEHAL
Quaatlon 1:
Group A M * 1.34 SD « .827Group B M > 2.16 SB 3 1.462Group C M « 3.16 SD n 2.073
Quaatlon 4i
Group A H « 2.16 SD 3 .8 0 8
Group B M ■ 4.09 SD 3 1.304
Group C H a 4.72 SD 3 1.373
Quaatlon 5i
Group A N a 1.41 SD 3 1 .0 1 2
Group B M a 2 .0 3 SB 3 1 .4 0 2
Group 0 M a 2 .8 4 SB 3 1 .8 8 0
Oroup A N a 3 .5 6 SL 3 1 .5 8 5Group B M a 5 .3 8 SD a .751Group C M a 5 .3 8 SB 3 .871
Quaatlon 17t
A M a 3 .6 2 SB 3 1 .4 5 4
B N a 4 .8 8 SB 3 1 .1 2 9C N a 4 .5 0 SD • 1.741
Qu*stlon 251
Group A M a 3 .6 6 SD a
Group B M B 3.84 SD «
Group C N a 3.19 SD a
QBNBRAL ABACTIONS TO DBAFNBSS
Question 3s
Group A M a 2.16 SD a
Group B H a 2.22 SD a
Group C N a 1.72 SD S
Question 18s
Group A H a 4 .3 1 SD a
Qroup B M a 4 .8 8 SD a
Group C M a 4.69 SD a
Question 27t
Group A M a 5.21 SD a
Group B M a 4 .7 5 SD a
Group C M a 5.25 SD a
1.310
1.462
1.908
1.194
1.039
1.836
1.469
1.264
1.554
.906
1.078
1.218
APPENDIX E
SIMPLE-CLASSIFICATION AMALY3I3 OF VARIANCE 
FOR EACH QPK3TI0M BT CAfiBSSSl
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COHHUHICATION ABILITIES
SHlStloaJi
Souroa of Dagraaa of Sub of Naan
Variation Praadon Squaraa Squara P
Batvaan groups 2 26.41 13*21 6.23**A A B ya C 1 26.26 26.26 12.38*.A n  b 1 0.15 0a15 0.07Within groupa 9 3 1 9 7 . 5 9 2.12Total 9 5 224.00
* Significant 0.05 
•• Sign!floant 0.01
Pupation 101
Souroa of Dagraaa of Sui of --- Rian---
Variation Wnmm itnm Squaraa Squara T
Batwaaa groupa 2 160.33 •0.16 45.09**A 1 • va C 1 70.01 70.01 39.17“A U  B 1 90.15 90.15 50.70*.Within groupa 93 165.16 1.71Total 95 325.49
Qu»atlon 13»
Souroa of Dagraaa of torn ofVariation Praadoa Squaraa gguara P
Batwaan groupa 2 57.43 2$. 72 13.17*.A A B n  C •i* 13.54 13.54 6.21*
A ll B 1 43.19 43.99 20.13“Within groupa 93 203.19 2.18Total 95 260.62
Ouaatlan 2flt
*WBHTWp WP®Variation
1
Queatlon 281
Sourot of Dagraaa of Sub of NaanVariation Proodos Squaraa Squara P
Batman groups 2 14.OS 7.04 3.76«A A B va C 1 10.06 10.06 5.39*A H. B 1 4.00 4.00 2.14*Within groupa 93 173.66 1.87Total 95 187.74
• Significant 0.05 
•• Signifioant 0.01
Qutittop 30i
Souroa of Dagraaa of Sun of NaanVariation Fraadoa Squaraa Squara P
Batman groupa 2 72.34 36.17 1I.6J""A A B va C 1 30.06 30.06 15.51"*A va B 1 42.26 42.26 21.T9MWithin p'oupa 93 190.65 1.94Total 95 252.96
H«TAL AMP IBTILUCTPAL CAPABILITIM
OmtttuB 121
Souro# of Dagraaa o i Sub of NaanVariation Fratdoa Squaraa Squara P
tottNMK) groups 2 2.44 1.22 1.20A I B u C 1 2.30 2.30 2.25A va B 1 0.14 0.14 0.14Within groupa 93 95.47 1.02Total 95 97.91
ifeMUsJA1
Tsrlrtlop
<
i
i
91H
aF
Quastlon 16i
Souroa of Dagraaa of Sub of MoanVariation Fraadoa Squarts Squars F
Batwaan groups 2 1.58 0.79 0.69A 8 B V£ C 1 0« 01 0.01 0.01A yy B 1 1.57 1.57 1.38Within groups 93 108.25 1.18
Total 95 107.83
■ Significant 6.05 
•• Significant o.oi
QKMttOP 211
Souros of Oagraas of Sub of NeonVariation Fraadoa Squares Square F
Batwaan group. 2 3.98 1.97 3«5t*i t l n C 1 3.80 3.80 6.78*1 1 1 1 0.18 0.18 0.25Within groups 93 51.72 0.58total 9U 55.88
Qw— UOD Ml
Souroa of Dagraaa of O b Of limiVariation fraadoa Squares Squart F
Batman groups 2 0.27 0.18 0.03n i n e 1 0.25 0o2S 0.05A vs B 1 0.02 0.02 0.0008Within groups 93 888.22 5.23total 95 888.89
E kSSTo?
tarlattsB Of Bub ofApMMPOO
"" " " 'IS  - ---naanIqufi F
2 it. a 8.08 M O1 i i .a 11.08 T.OM
1 aaa 1.0 3.093
a
10.0
tfttH
1.0
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Quaatlon 6 1
Souroa of Dsgrsss of Sum of Ha anVariation Frasdon Squsrsa Squara r
Batman groups 2 6.25 3.12 2.11A t B n C 1 0.00 0.00 0,00
A JTfc B 1 6.25 6.25 4.22*Nifchi’.i groups 93 '37.75 1.48Total 95 144.00
• Significant 0.05 
•• Significant 0.01
Quaatlon 11i
Souros of Dogmas of Sun of NaanVariation Fraadon Squaraa Squara r
Batman groupa 2 0.33 0.16 0.21A 4 > va C 1 0.33 0.33 0.44A xt » i 0.00 0.00 0.00Within groups 93 69.53 0.75Total 95 69.83
Quaatlon 201
Sou?oa of Dagross of 9m of NaanVariation Fraadon Squama Squara f
Batman groupa 2 12.25 6.12 4.25*A 4 B va C 1 9.18 9.18 6.38*
6 IE * 1 3.07 3.07 2.13Within groupa 93 134.25 1.44Total 95 146.50
Souroa of Pagraaa of km of limnVariation gqugpaa Bquam f
Batman groups 2 0.06 0.03 0.027A l i n e 1 0.04 0.04 0.036
« 5 l 1 0.02 0.08 0.018Ml thin mSmm 93 ia.8i nto
w s s r * 181.10
Qu**tlon 281
Souro* of ,-*«#• of Sub of Ha an
Variation FreedOB Squar** Squar* F
B*tw**n group* 2 1.19 0.60 0.85
A A Bxi C 1 1.18 1.18 0.89A ^ B 1 0.01 0*01 0.007
Within group* 93 122.87 1*32Total 95 123.(6
* Siffilfioant 0,05 
*• Significant 0.01
aocm  imtimctxows
Souro* of Pagraa* of w  of MoanVariation Praadoa Squar** Squar* F
Batuoan group* 2 1.68 0.82 3.28*
A 6 B vaC 1 0.M 0.88 3.52i n i 1 0.76 0.76 3.08
within group* 93 23.31 0.25Total 95 28.96
Q***M«" »«
Souro* of Dagraa* of Sun of Naan
Variation PraaOon Squar** Squar* F
Batuaan group* 2 38.80 19.20 18.83**n i n e 1 5.33 5.33 8.01*A va B 1 33.07 33.07 28.88**Within group* 93 123.56 1.33total 95 161.96
anitu^i>
BPBTBB or Pagraai of Sub af NnbVariation FraadoB 3qHBI>a0 SgBMfa P
HaiaBBB groups 2 2.58 1.29 1.16A A B jn C 1 I. SI 2.52 2.2Tg t 8 .5 0.81 0.8SIBMiia J|hp| IS 103.5 1.11II 108.18
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Quaation 19»
Souroo ot Dagraas of Sua of NaanVariation Fraadoa Squsrss Squsrs P
Batman groups 2 2.67 1.34 0.78A 4 B va C 1 0.12 0.12 0.07A V£ B 1 2.55 2.55 1.49Within groups 93 159.16 1.71Total 95 161.63
1 Signifioant 0.05 
” Signifioant 0.01
Quaation 261
Souroa of Dagraas of Sua of NaanVariation Fraadoa Squsrss Squara P
Batwaan groups 2 1.02 0.51 0.39A A B vj C 1 0.86 0.88 0.67A i t  B 1 0.14 0.14 0.11Within groups 93 122.31 1.32Total 95 123.33
Souroa of Dagraas of Sua of NaanVariation Fraadoa Squsrss Squara P
Batwaan groups 2 36.58 18.29 12.97”A 4 B 21 C 1 35.01 35.01 24.83"
* 11 » 1 1.57 1.57 1.11Within groups 93 130.75 1.41Total 95 167.33
iMPM Of rrsgrsis of tug ofTITaIm SB VPootai Squsrss Squara F
Sotwosn groups 2 52.75 2S.3S 11.13”H I m C 1 42.19 42.19 17. SO”S g 1 1S.SI 4. MSfUfrfg J m m n 220.66 2.37
W&m 95 273.41
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Question 4t
Souroe of Dsgraas of Sun of Ha anVariation Preedon Squaras Square P
Batwaan groups 2 114.25 57.12 40.51”A A B vs C 1 54.19 54.19 38.43”A B 1 60.06 60.06 42.60”Within groups 93 131.41 1.41Total 95 245.66
* Significant 0.05 
•• Signlfloant 0.01
Quaatlon 5»
Souroe of Dsgraas of Sua of HsanVariation Frssdoa Squaras Squara r
Batwaan groups 2 33.25 16.62 7.62”A 1 B xf C 1 27.00 27.00 12.38”
A n. B 1 6.25 6.25 2.87Within groups 93 202.91 2.18Total 95 236.16
Quaatlon 1<H
Souroe of Dsgraas of Bun of HsanVariation Frssdon Squaras Squara P
Batwaan groups 2 70.08 35.04 27.38”A A B vs C 1 17.52 17.52 13.69”AlgB 1 52.56 52.56 41.06”Within groups 93 118.88 1.26Total 95 188.96
8ouroa of Dagrsas of Sun of NaanVariation sreBOOB Squaras Squara r
Between groups 2 26.33 13.16 6.15”n i n e 1 1.33 1.33 0.62S ^ S^ 1 1 25.00 25.00 11.61”mthla W n n 93 199.00 2.14fete! 8S 215.33
52
Quaation 251
Souroe of Dagraas of Sue of MeanVariation Praadoa Squares Square r
Batwaan groups 2 7.31 3.66 1.46A A B vs C 1 6.74 6.74 2.70A vs B 1 0.57 0.57 0.23Within groups 93 £32.31 2.50Total 95 239.62
9»f HOf> 3»
Souroa of Dagraas of Sue of NaanVariation Praadoa Squaraa Squara P
Between groups 2 4.75 2.38 1.21A A B V£ C 1 4.69 4.69 2.53A 21 B 1 0.06 0.06 0.03Within groups 93 182.16 1.96Total 95 186.91
aotiroe of Dagraas of --- S m S f--- Nsaa —Variation Praadoa Squaraa Squara r
Batwaan groups 2 5.25 2.68 1.30A A B 21 C 1 0.18 0.18 0.09* n  b 1 5.07 5.07 2.46Within groups 93 191.25 2.06Total 95 196.50
27«
souroe of Dagraas of Sun of NanVariation Praadoa Squaras Squara P
Batwaan groupa 2 5.02 2.51 2.16A A B 21 C 1 1.51 1.51 1.30A 21 B 1 3.51 3.51 3.02Within groups 93 107.47 1.16Total 95 112.49
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